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At Kaizen we deliver content marketing, SEO, digital PR, and influencer marketing
strategies for some of the world's leading brands:

About Kaizen
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Through years of delivering years of award-winning content, we want to work
with brands that are disruptive and want to change their approach to content
marketing. We believe in creating data-led stories to engage audiences and
increase sales by constantly improving on our approach and understanding
each sector in its entirety.



Mega influencers are famous, often celebrities who have a large following.
These accounts often have around 1 million followers and upwards. Closely
behind them are macro-influencers who are also known by many and may be
considered a household name, these accounts have followers in regions of
500,000 to 1 million.

By using these hypervisible individuals, brands can reach millions of people
which is great for brand awareness:

Examples of mega and macro-influencers:

Micro-influencers may be seen as 'everyday people' but actually have large
followings in their respective communities and niches. They usually have
around 10,000 to 50,000 followers.

Nano influencers are smaller accounts that have around 1,000 to 10,000
followers - but sometimes smaller accounts should be considered and have
become extremely popular with brands and talent managers.

Examples of micro and nano influencers:

What's the difference between
the Instagram influencer tiers ?
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Kylie Jenner
241M followers

Molly Mae Hague
5.5M followers

Joe Wicks
4.1M followers

Zohra in London
44.7K followers

crazyforlondon
41.5K followers

Veronika
5.2Kfollowers



Regardless of your brand, you'll want to ensure launching an influencer marketing
campaign is going to be worth your while. Whether you decide to work with a
macro-influencer or a micro one, there are undoubtedly benefits to both - but just
what can you expect? We analysed over 300 mega, macro and micro and nano-
influencers to find out how they compare:
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average engagement

2.72% is the average engagement
of mega and macro-influencers on
Instagram, whilst micro-influencers
have an engagement rate of around
2% and nano at 4.32%.

2.72%
average number of
followers

That's right - the average amount of
followers for a nano influencer is
around 8,236. Nearly 5 times
smaller than the average micro
influencer's following.

8,236

average number of likes

A whopping 38,981 likes is what you
can expect from working with a mega
or macro-influencer on Instagram
compared to just 299 likes when
working with a nano one. 

38,981

Engagement: The facts



average
engagement for
mega & macro

fashion influencers 

2.66%

Being one of the most popular hashtags tagged for on Instagram with over 900
million posts, fashion brands have capitalised by using fashion influencers both
big and small to reach audiences.

In fact, with a number of social media apps mirroring the e-commerce experience,
such as Instagram shopping, users can discover and purchase products directly
from the influencer's post, making it an attractive way for brands to directly
benefit from influencer marketing.

average
engagement for

micro fashion
influencers 

2.80%
average

engagement for
nano fashion
influencers 

3.58%

posts use the keyword #fashion on Instagram973M
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Fashion influencers

Being one of the most popular verticals for influencer marketing, fashion saw the
second-highest combined engagement rate overall in our analysis at 3.14%. With
niche audiences, nano influencers take the top spot with an engagement rate
sitting just above the industry average at 3.58%. Whilst fashion micro-influencers
followed this closely behind at 2.80% making them a popular choice for both
engagement and visibility. 



the average
engagement from the

posts

16%

County Mall is a retail shopping centre based in
Crawley, England, and is home to over 80
stores and 200 brands including Boots and
Primark.

Kaizen were asked to pull together a strategy
that would help drive engagement and
encourage new shoppers to visit with a
competition to win £500 at the shopping
centre. By doing this, their main goals were to
achieve increased brand awareness and
organic engagement. 

As the pandemic had naturally impacted
County Mall’s footfall, we needed to deliver a
strategy that reflected shopper’s attitudes. In
line with their reopening, we wanted to show
there was an increased demand for people to
visit shopping centres in the UK.

people entered the
competition to win 

1,069

Kaizen partnered with multiple influencers across three campaigns
in August, Autumn/Winter, and Christmas. Using a combination of
nano and micro-influencers, each influencer visited County Mall to
help show their experience was safe, socially distanced, and
sanitary to encourage prospective visitors.

In total, over 3,000 people visited the competition landing page, with
over 1,000 people entering the completion across two of the
campaigns. 

 Most impressively, each competition had higher engagement and
conversion rates than County Mall's own paid social and in-mall
activity.

The challenge:
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Case study: County
Mall

The solution:

visited the competition
landing page

3,123



average
engagement for

mega & macro food
influencers

2%

In 2019, a poll by Instagram and Accenture found that 39% of people in the UK on
Instagram believe they are fans of food and drink-related content. Whilst three in
ten consumers use social media and apps to decide what products to buy and find
brand posts helpful in decision-making.

As food is such a popular topic on social media, stakeholders in the culinary
industry have been able to leverage the 'social influence' these tastemakers have
in order for brands to achieve visibility and brand awareness. 

average
engagement for

micro food
influencers

1.58%
average

engagement for
nano food

influencers

5.02%

posts use the keyword #food on Instagram448M
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Food & Drink influencers

46M posts use the keyword #drinks on IG

In regards to food and drink, nano influencers are the best tier for engagement -
with an impressive engagement rate of 5.02%. Falling just below the industry
average engagement rate for Instagram at 3-3.5% are mega, macro and micro-
influencers. Despite their lower engagement rates, food and drink brands can still
expect brand awareness and visibility from larger accounts.



average
engagement for

mega & macro hair
& beauty influencers 

3.43%

The rise of the health and beauty influencer is one for the books. With thousands
of individuals creating looks, tutorials, and content using products such as
makeup, hair styling tools, and even cosmetic procedures - influencers in this
space are making huge waves. 

With their growing popularity, influencers are forcing brands to ditch their
traditional marketing and PR strategies for something that puts them right in
front of their audience. 

average
engagement for

micro hair & beauty
influencers 

1.82%
average

engagement for
nano hair & beauty

influencers 

3.9%

posts use the keyword #beauty on IG438M
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Hair & Beauty influencers

226M posts use the keyword #hair on IG

Being the third most engaging interest in our analysis, with an average of 3.06%,
there's no surprise that nano influencers are leading the way with hair and beauty.
With hair and beauty mega and macro influencers racking up a whopping 57,000+
average likes on their post - they follow closely behind nano influencers for
engagement at 3.43%.



average engagement
for mega & macro

health & fitness
influencers 

1.98%

With the COVID-19 pandemic forcing gyms to close in the UK, fitness apps and
virtual classes have soared in popularity over the last year. A study by Idealo
found that sales for gym equipment have increased by 5813% since the UK
went into lockdown.

With the increased interest in both health and fitness, brands and influencer
partnerships have evolved with many taking the opportunity to target well-
seasoned gym goers along with those who just beginning their fitness journey.

average
engagement for
micro health &

fitness influencers 

1.97%
average

engagement for
nano health &

fitness influencers 

4.39%

posts use the keyword #health on IG138M
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Health & Fitness influencers

455M posts use the keyword #fitness on IG

Health and fitness had the lowest combined engagement rate compared to all
other interests at 2.78%. Despite this, nano influencers lead the way with an
impressive engagement rate of 4.39%. Mega, macro, and micro-influencers
engagement rates showed little difference between them.  



average
engagement for 
 mega & macro

travel influencers 

3.56%

Travel influencers and the feeling of wanderlust have drastically changed the way
consumers consider their next holiday destination. From stunning photography to
detailed vlogs, influencers can inspire hundreds of people to consider their next
holiday destination, potential activities, or even airline providers. 

Despite the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, travel influencers are still creating
content with an increased interest in staycations and domestic travel. 

But how does engagement differ across the different types of influencer?

average
engagement for

micro travel
influencers 

1.84%
average

engagement for
nano travel
influencers 

4.68%

posts use the keyword #travel on IG569M
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Travel influencers

Travel is the most engaging topic in our combined analysis, with an overall rate of
3.36%. Our study, finds nano travel influencers are the most likely to receive the
highest amount of engagement on their posts at 4.68%.  Interestingly, travel mega
and macro-influencers had the second-highest engagement rate - averaging
15,166 likes per post!
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Key points

0 1 2 3 4

Travel 

Fashion 

Hair & Beauty 

Food & Drink 

Health & Fitness 

Combined engagement rate by interest (%)

3.36%

3.14%

3.06%

Travel is the most engaging topic in our combined analysis, with an overall
rate of 3.36%
Nano influencers receive the highest engagement in general with an
average of 4.32%
Health & fitness had the lowest engagement score overall, at 2.78%
Mega and macro accounts are 5 times larger than nano accounts, making
them a popular choice for brand awareness and visibility
Over the past few years, nano influencers have remained the most
demanded influencer tier due to their high engagement and niche
following

2.87%

2.78%
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Mega & Macro 

Micro 
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Overview: By tiers

Fashion Food & Drink Hair & Beauty

Health & Fitness Travel

Engagement rate by influencer tier and interest (%)

2.66%

2.00%

3.43%

1.98%

3.56%

2.80%

1.58%

1.82%

1.97%

1.84%

3.58%

5.04%

3.93%

4.39%

4.68%



We spoke to our in-house influencer marketing team to find out some of their
top tips when leading a campaign:

Talent Matching - It’s crucial to look beyond the vanity metrics of likes,
comments, and followers when searching for talent for your campaign. By
asking for influencer demographics at the initial briefing stage, we’re able to
determine from the offset if they hold the right following that we’re looking
to target for the brand. This not only allows us to target set countries but
also allows for generation targeting – so content is shown to those who we
feel will have a natural affinity to the brand and product/ offering.
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Tips for managing an effective
influencer marketing campaign

1.

Briefing - Providing influencers/ agents with a strong brief - while also
allowing freedom - is invaluable. Not only are you saving yourself time in the
long run by reducing questions, you’re also able to ensure that the content
you receive is right on the money for what you and the client are looking for.

2.

Allow creative freedom - Whilst you may have an idea on exactly how you'd
like an influencer campaign to look, letting influencers suggest and have
creative freedom can help campaigns look and feel more authentic. They 
 know exactly what works and what doesn't work for their audience, and by
imposing too many restrictions your campaign may suffer and impact your
future working relationship with them.

3.



For this report, we analysed 300 influencers across the differing Instagram
tiers (mega & macro, micro, and nano) and by interest, using our in-house tool
to discover engagement rates.

References mentioned in this report has been accessed via these sites:

Instagram

YouGov.co.uk

Idealo

All data is correct as of 18 June 2021.

Kaizen
3rd Floor, 86-90 Paul St,
Shoreditch, London EC2A 4NE
0330 097 0585
www.kaizen.co.uk
contact@kaizen.co.uk
@kaizen_agency

Sources
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Sean Guy
Commercial Director
sean.guy@kaizen.co.uk
07908 069 898
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